INTRODUCTION
introduced set functions to represent MVL functions and relations. Using set functions, an n-input m-output r-valued logic relation is represented as a set matrix that consists of n + m columns, where each row is composed of ary n-column input projection and an m-column output projection. The set function logic model can be considered as a generalization of the cube notation used in the two-level ESPRESSO format [2] .
An elaboration of the fundamental concepts related to set functions reveals that any set function can be interpreted ss a conjunction of implication clauses, where the antecedent and consequent of each clause are set-membership propositions. A formal expression for any such clause is
where X and Y are called an input singleton-vector (input minterm) and output singleton-vector (output minterm), respectively. CX E Dn and CY E Dm, where D = P+(R) = 2R -{0}, are called input set-vector and output set-vector of the clause, respectively. CX and Cy are also the input projection (input product-term) and the output projection (output product-term), respectively. In the sequel, an MVL relation is said to be consistent when it maps each input singleton-vector into at least one output singleton-vector. A consistent MVL relation M is expressed as
where fM : R" -t P+ (R") .
The E2 systems logic model presented in this paper is an extension of set functions, and is generally more compact than set functions. The develpment of the E2 model was motivated by the representational issues posed in cell-based combinational circuit synthesis from MVL relations.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, motivation for the new logic model is elaborated. In Section 3, the E2 systems logic model is introduced. In Section 4, a few properties of the E2 systems are presented.
MOTIVATION
The ability of relations to represent nondeterminism is evident in cell-based combinational circuit synthesis. In particular, consistent relations can be used to represent how primary input variables may affect primary output variables and input variables of logic cells. For example, consider a 2-input l-output I-valued modulo-sum circuit whose behavioral specification map is given in Figure 1 . The set representation To resembles the set function logic model, except for that projections are not restricted to set vectors. Suppose that the primary output of the circuit is bound to the output of a a-input Cvalued max logic cell whose behavioral specification map is given in Figure 2 . 1  1  1  2  3  2  2  2  2  3  3  3  3 Ti maps the primary inputs of the circuit into the inputs of the max logic cell. It is apparent that the introduced set representation is generally more compact than set functions. As explained in the next section, the introduced set representation is extended further by employing a system of equivalence clauses in conjunction with the system of implication clauses. Equivalence clauses are especially useful in practice when modelling equational behavioral requirements.
THE E2 SYSTEMS
The E2 systems model introduced in this section represents an extension of set functions as stated earlier as follows. Let the nonempty sets DX C Dn and DY c Dm be called input set matrkr and outpzlt set matkr, respectively. First, the propositions (X E CX) and (Y E CY) in equation (1) are extended to set matrix membership propositions (X E DX) and (Y E DOy), respectively. Second, the system is augmented by a system of equivalence clauses VXER~:~YER"':
(X E 79X) w (Y E DY).
A formal definition of the E2 systems logic model is presented as follows. DEFINITION 1. A two-tuple V = (T,U), where T,U C_ P+(R") x P++(R"), T u U 3 0, and P++(R") = P+(R") -{R"} d eno t es an E2 system logic model of an n-input m-output r-valued logic relation where T is a logic implication (LI) system and U is a logic egGvalence (LE) system. The E2 system is interpreted as a proposition &r(V), expressed as 
(10)
4. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE E2 SYSTEMS
Normal E2 Systems
An E2 system V is said to be normal if and only if none of the following reductions is applicable to an arbitrary pair of clauses in V: An LI system T is said to be input-disjoint (output-disjoint) if and only if the condition (action) set matrices of an arbitrary pair of clauses in T are disjoint.
Equivalence
Two n-input m-output r-valued E2 systems Vl and V2 are said to be equivalent, expressed as Vl = V2, if and only if VX E R" : fvi(X) = fvvp(X).
4.4. Containment
For two n-input m-output r-valued E2 systems Vi and V2, Vi is said to be contained in V2, expressed as Vi c V2, if and only if VX E R" : &i(X) E: fvz(X).
CONCLUSIONS
A new logic model for MVL relations, E2 systems, was presented in this paper. The model is more compact than set functions, and is useful in modelling nondeterminism in behavior&l requirements specification of combinatorial MVL circuits and in intermediate stages of cell-based synthesis. l?urthermore, the model permits the use of equivalence clauses in behavioral requirements specification for the same purposes.
When implementing the E2 model, any known technique for representing subsets of R = @,l, * *. , T -1) such as enumerating these subsets [3] may be employed. Similarly, any known technique for representing the input projection and the output projection such as sum-of-products or multiple-valued decision diagrams [4] may be employed.
